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Abstract

We consider aspects pertinent to evaluating creativity to be in-
put, output and the process by which the output is achieved.
These issues may be further divided, and we highlight asso-
ciated justifications and controversies. Appropriate methods
of measuring these aspects are suggested and discussed.

Introduction
In order to guide, measure and record progress in machine
creativity a framework which outlines relevant aspects and
methods by which they may be measured must be agreed.
The challenge is to find a framework which is both practi-
cally useful and theoretically feasible, i.e. formal but not
oversimplified. In (Ritchie, 2001) one such framework was
proposed; we extend that by considering the three relevant
criteria for attribution of creativity - input, output and the
process by which it is achieved, and suggesting methods of
measuring these criteria. Some of the criteria are necessary
and some controversial. Which measure is appropriate de-
pends on factors such as the domain (in particular whether
it is arts or science), type of program (for example symbolic
or subsymbolic), or the aim of the program (whether it is to
understand human processes or to be more effective). Some
of the measures will be calculated by the system, and others
externally. We conclude by considering ways in which to
attribute creativity to programs.

Assumptions
Although creativity is more easily determined (and possibly
achieved) in some domains than others we assume that its
essence is domain independent. Therefore our criteria (al-
though not measurements) are general. Domain independent
theories are always preferable, if they are possible, to do-
main specific theories, as they force us to look for a deeper
structure and give more levels of understanding. If, how-
ever, it is not possible to give a domain independent analysis
of creativity, then the attempt will nevertheless reveal much
of the nature of creativity: which aspects are domain depen-
dent, and why, thus guiding research. This is analogous to
the development of AI in which the search to find a general
essence of intelligence produced disparate branches of AI
such as learning, perceiving and planning.
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We aim to be true to intuitions about creativity which are
largely based on but not restricted to human creativity (with
evolution providing another example (Perkins, 1996)). This
gives us a basis - albeit a very imprecise one - against which
to judge definitions and theories. We assume that creativ-
ity in children, adults and geniuses is essentially the same
phenomenon.

We base the act of creativity on a 2-stage model ofgenera-
tion andevaluation, referred to in (McGraw and Hofstadter,
1993) as the ‘central loop of creativity’. This generalises the
4-stage model outlined in (Wallas, 1926); where generation
is seen as(i) preparation and(ii) incubation, and evaluation
as (iii) illumination and(iv) verification. We therefore as-
sume that during the creative process some kind ofitem(x)
is generated. In the termitem we include artefacts such as
poems, jokes or mathematical concepts, as well as less con-
ventional ‘objects’ such as an interpretation, performance,
aesthetic or analogy. For example in music, creativity may
be achieved by the composer (who might produce apiece of
musicfrom various ideas and techniques), performer (who
might produce aseries of soundsfrom written notes, tech-
nical ability and other ideas or emotions) and listener (who
might produce aninterpretationor aestheticfrom a series of
sounds combined with her own experiences). Clearly items
do not have to be material objects.

It might be thought that by including the act of produc-
ing an interpretation from perceived data as potentially cre-
ative, we risk losing the distinction between creative and
non-creative acts, since we are constantly interpreting data.
The distinction is upheld, however, not by excluding certain
items from beingpotentiallycreative, but by imposing cri-
teria such as those in the following sections, to help us to
determine what isactuallycreative.

We assume that all creative items must benovelandvalu-
able, and describe different interpretations of these words.
In particular we use the distinction in (Boden, 1990) be-
tween p-creative (in which an item is new to the system
which produced it) and h-creative (in which the item is his-
torically novel).

Finally, we take it that we are aiming, through the study
of machine creativity, to(i) further our understanding of cre-
ativity (human or other), and/or(ii) build programs which
are useful in achieving practical goals.



Input
Creativity may be seen as output minus input. For example
we may consider that a child has been creative in having an
idea, and later retract our judgement if it transpires that her
knowledge was more than we had assumed. The tendency
in the human case is for the person attributing creativity
to assume a similar degree of input (knowledge) in the
creator as she herself has, unless it is clearly different (such
as a much greater degree of expert knowledge). That this
assumption is often unjustified shows that we are generally
unqualified to make the creativity judgements that we do.

The Inspiring Set
Input to a program is more reliably identified than human
input. Explicit knowledge, such as a database of example
items, is easily determined. We should also take into ac-
count input that guided the programming. If a programmer
designs her program with certain items in mind then these
items areimplicit knowledge. Ritchie calls the union of this
explicit andimplicit knowledge theinspiring set, I; defined
to be the set of all items used to guide the programmer in
the construction of her program(Ritchie, 2001).

If R is the set of items which have been generated by pro-
gramP at some stage (in either a single or multiple runs);
i.e. {x : x has been generated byP}, then any item judged
creative must lie inR\I (i.e. R−I). However since identify-
ing those items used to guide a programmer ranges from dif-
ficult to impossible we extend this intuitive notion to strong
and weak versions ofI; IS andIW . IS includes all items
known to the programmer, i.e. any potentially creative item
must be new to the programmer. Clearly any historically
new items produced form a subset ofR\IS . IW is defined
to be the set of all items that the programmerknowshave
influenced her program. While this set will be difficult to
identify in retrospect, recording it during program construc-
tion should be feasible.
• Input Measure
Let IS={x:programmer knowsx}, andIW ={x:x is known
to have influenced the construction ofP}. Then any item
x must be inR\I to be considered potentially creative.IW

could be fuzzy if the programmer recorded thedegreeof in-
fluence ofx on the program construction.

Output
We take as a fundamental starting point that all creative
items must be at least p-novel and valuable.

Novelty
For an itemx to be considered novel it must be inR\I.
However this is not sufficient: for example suppose thatx1

andx2 are books that differ by one word in the7th chapter,
wherex1 ∈ I and x2 has been produced by the system.
Then althoughx2 ∈ R\I, it is too similar to be considered
novel. At the other extreme suppose that an itemx3 ∈ R\I
was generated by the system, wherex3 was a book written
in a representation which no human understands. This
would be considered novel, but bizarre. We want to measure
novelty in items in order to specify an intermediate range of

variation which excludes both the boring and the bizarre.

Novelty relative to a body of knowledge
In (Boden, 1990) the idea of a concept space which repre-
sents a context is outlined. This is mapped (the boundaries,
key landmarks etc. found), explored (using the map) and
transformed (the mapped boundaries transcended). Novelty
is explained according to an item’s position in the space; in
particular whether it is comfortably within a well explored
area (not novel at all), in a little explored area but still
within the boundaries (‘merely’ novel), outside but close to
the boundaries (‘fundamentally’ novel) or outside and far
from the boundaries (too chaotic to be considered novel).
The degree of novelty with respect to the distance of an
item from the nearest well explored area of a concept space
is represented in Figure 1. This explanation is supported by

none

mere

border

fundamental

degree of novelty

distance from the closest well known 
area of the concept space

Figure 1: Boden’s concept of novelty with respect to                a concept space

evidence that both p-creativity and h-creativity are usually
achieved by someone familiar with the domain who has
changed it in some way. For example in (Bundy, 1994) it is
pointed out that knowledge of the axioms of group theory
may be learned in a few minutes, but it is not until one is
familiar with their use and potential that any creative work
may be carried out, such as extending them to ring theory.
Another advantage is that it accounts for the element of
surprise that usually comes with creative thoughts, since
they could not have been had according to familiar rules.
It also accords with our belief that creativity is partially
determined by value since typically a transformation is of
much greater value to a domain than exploration (as it opens
up a whole new area or genre).

Boden’s stress on transformation (fundamental novelty)
over exploration (mere novelty) is controversial. Firstly, in
(Bundy, 1994) and (Pind, 1994) it is claimed that explo-
ration can result in more creative items than transforma-
tion. For example an unusual but legal chess move might be
more creative than simply changing the rules of the game,
i.e. transforming theassumedrather thanactual bound-
ary. This could be achieved by applying the suggestion in
(Polya, 1962) toconsider the negativeto the heuristicpro-
tect your queen(which bounds the well explored area) rather
than the legal queen’s move (which bounds the actual con-
cept space). Although novelty is not the sole criteria for cre-
ativity, this example shows that if the boundary to be trans-
formed is theactual boundary then Boden’s emphasis on
transformation can be counterintuitive. However if the sig-
nificant boundary is instead theassumedboundary then the
exploration/transformation distinction is extremely useful.
Boden does in fact allow that transformingfamiliar bound-
aries is sufficient for creativity; for example she says that
“the surprise that we feel on encountering a creative idea



often springs from our recognition that it simplycould not
have arisen from the generative rules (implicit or explicit)
which we have in mind.” - p.41, (Boden, 1990).

Another controversy concerns the significance in terms of
creativity of the difference between exploration and trans-
formation. Bundy argues that transformation on the object
level (breaking the rules which define the space) is equiv-
alent to exploration on the meta level (the space of possi-
ble rules to break and ways to break them). In humans this
meta level is often difficult to explore, since our assumptions
which define the assumed object level space are rarely ex-
plicit (indeed the hardest part of the creative process is often
identifying these boundaries). This leads to a third problem
with Boden’s theory; the condition that bodies of knowledge
can be seen as concept spaces. In some fields, for example
natural language, it is very difficult to see what rules might
define the theoretical boundaries (rules of grammar are not
always precise or universally agreed). Different genres of-
ten do not fit neatly into different concept spaces. For ex-
ample are Impressionism and Expressionism two explored
areas within the concept space of Post-Renaissance paint-
ing, or do they constitute distinct concept spaces? Boden
suggests in (Boden, 1994) that the answer to this problem is
to define a range of putative concept spaces and use them to
evaluate the worth of her analogy.
• Transformation Measure
We define aprogramP to be the set of generating proce-
dures; i.e. P = {k : k is a procedure for generating or
evaluating an item, a procedure for generating or evaluating
the processes used to generate or evaluate an item, a search
strategy, a piece of input data, etc.}. Thebagof all pieces
of knowledge in the program which contribute to the gener-
ation and evaluation of itemx is: Hx = [k ∈ P : k is used to
generatex ∈ R]. (A bag includes repetitions, unlike a set.)
Note that this bag is not necessarily unique as there may be
different ways to generate the same item. We define a set of
those object level procedures used to generate or evaluate an
itemx: Ox = {k ∈ P : k is directly used to generate or eval-
uatex}, and a set of meta level procedures used to generate
or evaluate a member ofOx: Mx = {k ∈ P : k is used to
generate or evaluate a member ofOx}. Then:
novelty(x) = fundamentalif Hx ∩ Mx 6= ∅ and 6 ∃H ′

x such
that H ′

x ∩ Mx 6= ∅ (i.e. if x could not have been gen-
erated without the use of meta level procedures);mere if
Hx ∩ Mx = ∅ (i.e. x has been generated using only ob-
ject level procedures) and the complexity measure below is
satisfied; andnoneotherwise.

This can only be applied to systems in which it is possible
to distinguishMx from Ox.

Novelty relative to complexity
In (Bundy, 1994) a complexity requirement for creativity is
described. An item is considered creative if(i) the concept
space in which it lies is large and complex and(ii) it is
generated from a little explored area; i.e. exploration, rather
than transformation is important. The more complex it is
to find an item the more novel it is deemed. The problem
with such a criteria is that there may be items that we want
to call novel yet which are simple to generate. For example

the HR program(Colton, 2001a) discovered the concept of
refactorable integers, an integer whose number of divisors
is itself a divisor (such as 8 which has 4 divisors - 1, 2,
4 and 8 - including 4). This concept was new to many
mathematicians, including Colton (the programmer) and yet
its generation history was simple.
• Complexity Measure
These measures judge the complexity of an itemx, based
on the size of the domain and how unusual and complicated
the process for generatingx was.
(i) Given a programP , we define its concept space (CS) to
be the set of all items which it is possible (in principle) to
generate:CSP = {x : x may be generated byP}. We then
use the size of this set to denote the complexity of aCS of
a program:
complexityi1 = |CSP |. Note that in many cases|CSP |
will be infinite.
Since this may be difficult to calculate we define the
restricted concept spaceof an itemx to be the set of items
which could be generated using the same (or less)amount
of knowledge:RCS1(x) = {x′ ∈ CSP : |Hx′ | ≤ |Hx|}.
Then:
complexityi2 = |RCS1(x)|.
Alternatively we define the setRCS2(x) of all items which
can be generated using a subset of the knowledge used to
producex: RCS2(x) = {x′ ∈ CSP : Hx′ ⊆ Hx}. Then:
complexityi3 = |RCS2(x)|.

(ii) We want a measure which will capture exactly those
items which lie in a little-explored area of the search space.
We assume that such items will have been generated using
knowledge not often used.

We definebagR andsetR as the bag and set of all pieces
of knowledge (k) used to generate and evaluate all itemsx in
R: bagR = Bx∈RHx, andsetR =

⋃
x∈R Hx. We then define

a frequency measuref (k) for eachk ∈ bagR:
f (k) = the number of occurrences ofk in bagR.
Using this we define two further frequency measures:
average frequency(bagR) = af (bagR) = |bagR|

|setR| (this gives
the mean number of times an individualk is used in the gen-
eration of all items inR), and

relative frequency(k) = rf (k) = f (k)

af (bagR)
(the number of

times a specifick is used in the generation of all items inR
as compared to the mean). Ifrf (ki) returns a value less than
1 thenki is used less frequently than the averagek, and if
the value is more than 1 thenki is used more frequently than
the average). We define three measures which consider all
of the pieces of knowledge used in the generation and eval-
uation of an itemx and their relative frequencies. Firstly we
define a set which contains those pieces of knowledge not
usually used:Rare = {k : rf (k) < 1}. Then:
complexityii1(x) = |Hx ∩ Rare| (the number of pieces of
knowledge used to generatex whose relative frequencies are
less than the average frequency).

Secondly, we sum the relative frequencies of allk’s used
in the generation and evaluation ofx, where the higher this
sum, the lower the novelty ofx:
complexityii2(x) = 1

Σrf (x)
Hx



Thirdly, of all the k’s used to generate and evaluatex,
we take the number of times that thek with the lowest
relative frequency was used. We defineminimum relative
frequency(Hx) = min(rf (Hx)) = minimum ofrf (k) over
all k ∈ Hx. The higher this number, the lower the novelty
of x:
complexityii3(x)= 1

min(rf (Hx))
(the amount of times

which the least used overall piece of knowledge is used in
the generation ofx).

The final novelty measure may be binary, on the condition
that both complexity measures (i) and (ii) above are higher
than fixed valuesα andβ, i.e.:
novelty1(x) = 1 if complexityi(x) > α and
complexityii(x) > β; 0 otherwise.

Alternatively it could be some function of the two, eg:
novelty2(x) = αcomplexityi(x) + βcomplexityii(x).
Arguably the number of rules and amount of knowledge
needed to generatex should also be included in the com-
plexity measure. This could be done by adding a term such
asγ|Hx| to novelty2(x).

These complexity measures can only be applied to
systems where the relationship betweenk and x is clear
(which excludes many sub-symbolic systems, where all
knowledge is involved to some extent in the creation of
each item). Although a useful measure of novelty within
a system it is hard to see how the measures could be
used to compare novelty of items generated by different
systems. Objective measures such as those in (Ming, 1997)
might be relevant in this regard. An upper bound could be
defined in order to prevent bizarre items from scoring highly.

Novelty relative to an archetype
In (Ritchie, 2001) a fuzzytypicality set T is defined,
which is based on a weighted vector of properties which
characterise the items in a domain. These properties may
be quantitative or qualitative, objective or subjective. For
example a certain typical type of poem might contain a
specific number of syllables, lines, etc. (syntactic features
are not enough, but are the easiest to describe). We use
this idea to define novelty of an item as the degree to
which it belongs to the setR\T . A related idea considers
identifying one or more archetypes within an n-dimensional
space and then defining the novelty of an item as the
distance between it and its closest archetype. In both, the
choice of properties/dimensions is restricted by what can be
measured; properties such as ‘humour’ or ‘passion’ would
probably have to be ignored or crudely estimated.
• Archetypal Measure
novelty1(x) = µR\T (x) whereµR\T (x) denotes the degree
to whichx belongs to the fuzzy setR\T . µR\T (x) ∈ [0, 1],
where 0 =completely familiarand 1 =completely novel)
Let A = {a : a is an archetype of a specified kind}. Then
novelty2(x) = minimum(distance(x, a)) overa ∈ A

These measures (which are essentially the same) could
both incorporate Boden’s idea of going too far by specifying
a minimum value for both the degree of membership ofT
and the maximum distance betweenx and a, after which
novelty decreases.

Novelty as surprise
It is noted in (Macedo and Cardoso, 2001) that a char-
acteristic of creative results is that at some step of their
generation they surprise the creator. A measure of surprise
therefore may be relevant in an assessment of novelty. We
hold that surprise is areaction to fundamental novelty, so
fundamental novelty implies surprise. This is not weakened
by the fact that trivially novel results (such as the number
of blades of grass on the lawn) are not surprising, nor that
surprising events (such as a sudden loud noise) may not
be novel. The measure is useful therefore in showing that
an item isnot fundamentally novel (if it is not surprising)
but cannot be used to prove that it is. However it may be
used as a guide if it is argued that surprise partly captures
what is meant by novelty. If used in conjunction with other
novelty measures in this section this could prove a powerful
measure.

We hold that surprise is dependent oncontextas well as
probability. For example an eventE may be surprising to
one observer but not to another. Context refers to the way
in which an individual classifies information. For example
most people would classify7th June as a normal day, how-
ever a few will classify it as special (for instance if it is their
birthday). If I say that my birthday is7th June then most will
find it unsurprising, but the few who classify it as special will
be surprised. This is because, supposing that a person has 10
special days in a year, classified asSpecial, and the others
are classified asRest, then:
prob(my birthday is inSpecial)= 10

365 (a low probability
and so it is surprising if it happens), and
prob(my birthday is inRest)= 355

365 (a high probability and
so it is unsurprising if it happens).

This example shows that the surprisingness of the date of
my birthday is dependent on both probability and context
(how a person has classified the days in the year).
• Surprise Measure
surprise(x) is dependent on the individual probabilities of
an event which is classified as similar tox happening. We
define it as:
surprise(x) = 1− Σy∈Y sim(x,y)∗prob(y)

Σy∈Y sim(x,y) , whereY is the set

of comparable events andsim(x, y) denotes the similarity
of x andy.

Clearly this now opens the question of ‘what is a similar
event?’. However although this is difficult to formalise, in
practice there may be obvious ways of categorising events.

Perceived novelty
Although it is difficult to formalise our notion of novelty,
humans are often capable judges of what is novel. Therefore
a principled test in which humans are asked to judge the
degree of difference between items inI and those inR
may be preferable to a more formal analysis of the items.
In (Pearce and Wiggins, 2001) a series of experiments are
described which test whether pieces of music produced by a
program (R) are perceived to be in the same style as those
input to the program (I). In particular adiscrimination
test is outlined in which subjects are asked to distinguish



items inR (system generated compositions) from those in
I (human generated compositions). In post-experimental
analysis subjects stated that they categorised items which
seemed overly conservative or chaotic as system generated
(R). It is suggested that if subjects are unable to distinguish
system from human generated pieces then the system must
be generating items with an appropriate degree of variation
(novelty) from those inI.
• Perceived Novelty Measure
Following the ideas above, experiments in which subjects
are asked to:
(i) distinguish items inI from those inR,
(ii) rate the degree of variation between items which are all
from I; and the degree of variation between items which are
all from R,
(iii) rate the degree of variation between a pair of items
which are both fromI; and the degree of variation between
a pair of items, one of which is inI and the other inR
should be performed and analysed statistically to determine
perceived novelty. Items inR are considered novel if:(i)
subjects are unable to reliably identify them as system
generated, i.e. the mean proportion of items inR which
are correctly classified is less than or equal to 0.5 (a mean
of 0.5 would be expected if subjects classified the items
randomly); (ii) there is a comparable degree of variation
between items which are either all fromI or all fromR, i.e.
there is no difference between the mean perceived degree
of variation in subsets ofI and subsets ofR; (iii) there is
a comparable degree of variation between items inI and
R, i.e. there is no difference between the mean perceived
degree of variation between pairs of items in which both
come fromI and pairs in which one item is fromI and the
other fromR.

Pearce and Wiggins have performed experiments(i) and
(ii) in the music domain but suggest that they could gener-
alise to other domains such as painting. It is also possible to
see how scientific results could be analysed in this way. For
example experts may have some intuition about the compa-
rability of the conceptsprime, amicableand odiousnum-
bers1 without being able to formalise that intuition. This
might be captured in the above experiments. As suggested in
(Pearce and Wiggins, 2001), using experts as subjects may
be preferable to novices as they are better able to gauge the
degree to which items differ. Asking experts which items
they prefer might also be fruitful as they may prefer items
which are atypical, as opposed to novices who may be more
likely to prefer prototypical examples of a genre.

Quality

The difficulty of measuring the quality of creative items is
reflected by the large number of examples of work that was
not valued at the time it was produced. Examples arise in
artistic domains, for example Van Gogh’s paintings, as well
from fields we might expect to be more objective: consider

1Two numbers areamicableif the sum of the divisors of each
equals the other (for example 220 and 284), and anodiousnumber
is one whose binary representation consists only of 1’s (for exam-
ple 15 has binary expansion 1111).

the initial reaction to group theory, immunisation, or the
jet engine. The reason for the mistakes is that h-creative
work by definition cannot be subject to familiar criteria.
Indeed the ability to measure quality in a field without
mistakes would imply that that field was incapable of any
further transformation. Therefore we cannot expect to ever
measure quality without making some mistakes. Despite
our fallibility, however, it is useful to examine our notion of
quality in order to develop practical measures.

Quality relative to emotional response
The quality of a piece of music or poem is often judged
by the extent to which it evokes emotions in an audience.
We consider two types of emotional response; firstlyany
emotional response at all, and secondly anypositiveemo-
tional response. A good item in the first sense will make at
least one person feel joyful, sad, hopeful etc., as contrasted
with a worthless item which evokes only indifference2; and
in the second will affect at least one person positively, as
contrasted with affecting people negatively. Therefore we
consider the quality of an item to be dependent on the num-
ber of people it affects (either at all or positively) and the
extent. The self-centred version of the latter interpretation -
doesx positively or negatively affectme? - is arguably the
most common judgement of quality.

We can measure both criteria by conducting experiments
in which subjects are asked to record their emotional reac-
tion to an item. The question ‘isx a good poem?’ is taken
to be asking ‘doesx evoke an emotional response from any-
one, and if so is it a positive affect?’ An emotive agent might
apply this measure to give an internal evaluation of its work.
• Emotional response measure
Let S be a sample of subjects who have been asked to eval-
uate an itemx according whether it affects them positively,
negatively or neither, and to what degree.

Let Pos(x) = {ds : s ∈ S ratesx positively to degreed},
andNeg(x) = {ds : s ∈ S ratesx negatively to degreed}.
(Note that someone may add a (nonzero) degree to both sets
since an item may affect her both positively and negatively.
An indifferent reaction would score zero in either set.)
Also letTotalPos(x) =

∑
di∈Pos(x) di,

TotalNeg(x) =
∑

di∈Neg(x) di,
andTotalAff(x) = TotalPos(x) + TotalNeg(x).

We define the following measures:
(i) if the criteria isintensityof emotional response:
quality1i(x) = TotalAff(x) (absolute quality)
quality2i(x) = TotAff(x)

|S| (average quality)
(ii) if the criteria is thetype, as well as intensity, of emo-
tional response:
quality1ii(x) = TotalPos(x) (absolute net quality)
quality2ii(x) = TotalPos(x) − TotalNeg(x) (absolute
gross quality)
quality3ii(x) = TotalPos(x)

|S| (net quality relative to the
number of people asked)

2We exclude surprise from this discussion as methods for mea-
suring it have already been outlined, and it is seen as indicative
more of the novelty than quality of an item.



Although these measures may seem successively more
sophisticated and therefore2i and3ii preferable, they are
all worthy of empirical testing. We may not want to say that
the more people hear but do not react to a difficult piece
of music, the less good it is (i.e.quality1 may capture
our notion better thanquality2 or 3). Both (i) and(ii) will
favour popular work, so Mills & Boon books might well
score higher than the classics (although they would score
low on novelty). A more sophisticated approach would take
into account the different types of audience. Instead of one
number, this would give a quality distribution, allowing
flexible evaluations such as ‘good for teenagers but not
parents’.

Quality relative to an aim
Quality may refer to the extent to which an item solves a
problem, or achieves the aim for which it was produced.
The question ‘isx a good poem?’ is asking ‘doesx express
the ideas or evoke the emotions which were intended?’.
• Pragmatic measure
In some domains we can list items which are known to
satisfy an aim. For example in concept formation theaim
might be to generate interesting concepts. The quality of
a conceptx can be tested by whether it belongs to a set of
known interesting concepts (within, eg. number theory).
Below we defineSat as {s:s satisfiesaim}. In other
domains it is not feasible to define such a set but it may
be possible to write a marking criteria (MC) which rates
the extent to whichx satisfies theaim. In order to be as
objective as possible this would consist of a weighted sum
of largely objective criteria. For example in music the aim
might be to compose a piece of music in the style of Mozart
and x be a composition. AMC would include criteria
such as musicological and stylistic aspects (MC used by
examiners provide a useful source). We define:
quality1(x) = 1 if x ∈ Sat, and0 otherwise.
quality2(x) = m where m is the mark awarded tox
according to theMC.

Clearly it is often difficult to assess quality, both as the ex-
tent to which it evokes an emotional response and in terms
of satisfying an aim. Both senses may be meant in creativity,
and overall quality is likely to be a function of both senses
(note that an item regarded as good in one sense may not
be good in the other). The emotional sense excludes work
which is written and then lost before anyone has been ex-
posed to it (which might be good according to the second
sense). In general we hold that the first measure is more
appropriate to evaluating the worth of items in artistic do-
mains and the second to items in science. Scientific results
can evoke emotional responses but these are not necessar-
ily indicative of their worth. For example a mathematician
may become very excited by a proof later shown to be faulty
(which may be of value if it leads to the correct proof - but
may simply be misleading and a waste of time). On the other
hand Newton’s mechanics made people feel worried because
they perceived the idea as threatening to their notion of free
will, yet the fact that it elicited emotion is incidental to it be-
ing a good theory. In the artistic domain however, a general
aim might be to elicit emotion (of any kind), so even if an

item fails on aspecificaim (for example the aim of portray-
ing the feeling produced when watching lambs play) it may
still be considered good if it evokes an emotional response.

It should also be noted that quality(x) (and hence the cre-
ativity of x) is a continually changing function, depending
on the environment. The degree to which a poem conveys
its intended message, for instance, depends on who reads it.

Process
The process by which an item has been generated and evalu-
ated is intuitively relevant to attributions of creativity. Con-
sider the story of Euler’s (p-creative) discovery of Arith-
metic Series. A class of unruly pupils was told by their ex-
asperated teacher to add up all the numbers between1 and
100. All of the pupils calculated the answer5050, but ev-
eryone except Euler laboriously added each of the numbers.
Euler realised that if they were written in ascending order
and then underneath in descending order, the sum of each of
the pairs was 101, and there were 100 pairs. Therefore twice
the required sum was 10100, and the answer was 5050.

1 2 3 ... 99 100
+ 100 99 98 ... 2 1

101 101 101 ... 101 101
If we consider5050 to

be the output, and the formulan∗(first+last)
2 to be the pro-

cess, then it appears that processis relevant to the attribution
of creativity, and that it can (partially) be known. We know
how Euler produced the answer using the formula, although
not how he produced the formula. However it could be ar-
gued that since the value lies in theformula, rather than the
specificnumber, it is the formula which is the output. Since
we do not know how Euler arrived at the formula, his method
cannot be part of our creativity judgement.

We often do make judgements regarding the creativity of
others with little (if any) knowledge of the processes behind
an output. Three viewpoints attempt to justify this. Firstly
there is the view thatprocess is irrelevant, creativity judge-
ments can be made purely on the basis of output. The twins
described in (Sacks, 1985) who produced results in num-
ber theory by ‘seeing’ patterns of prime numbers (but were
unable to articulate how they had done it) were just as cre-
ative as someone producing the same results by more con-
ventional methods. Secondly, there is the pragmatic view
that althoughprocess may be theoretically relevantto judge-
ments of creativity, since we cannot know underlying human
processes we must use other criteria which we can know,
such as novelty and quality. Finally there is the belief that
process is relevantto attribution of creativity, and we can at
least partially know it. In (Hofstadter, 1994) it is argued that
we can probe underlying processes to an arbitrary level if
we examine external behaviour sufficiently carefully. How-
ever since wecan know the processes that occur within a
program these beliefs must be reconsidered. If process does
matter then we must arguewhyand specifyhow. This will
be determined by whether our aims come from engineering
or cognitive science.

We assume a two stage model, generation and evaluation.
Further questions regarding process includewhocarries out
these stages andwhen. For instance the two stages may have
been carried out by different systems (consider brainstorm-



ing techniques in which one person generates and another
evaluates, or an Interactive Genetic Algorithm in which a
program generates and a human evaluates). If so, then we
consider the group of contributing systems an entity and any
resulting creativity is attributed to it as a whole. (All eval-
uation in this section, therefore, is carried out internally.)
‘When’ might refer to the order of the stages; for example
only valuable items may be generated, each item evaluated
immediately, or many items generated before evaluation.

Methods of generation

Randomness
The level of randomness used to produce an item may be
high (if it is generated mainly or completely due to random
procedures, for example throwing a pot of paint at a can-
vas); low (if randomness plays a small role in generating it,
for example accidentally buying the wrong colour paint and
then finding that it looks better anyway); or none (if it is gen-
erated entirely according to systematic rules). The majority
held view is that items with a high level of randomness are
less creative than those with a lower level3, and items which
are completely determined are not creative.

Low level randomness is certainly present in human
creativity. In (Boden, 1990) examples are listed includ-
ing serendipity (eg. the low level randomness described
above), coincidence, and unconstrained conceptual associa-
tion (brainstorming). She stresses that randomness doesnot
necessarily mean undetermined; and definesrelative ran-
domnessto be a lack of order relative to a specific (relevant)
consideration. If an event (eg. a die landing on a 6) has an
independentcausal history from another (eg. my game of
craps), then it is relatively random to it. The die landing on
6 is determined, but by factors which are independent of my
game, i.e. gravity and the way in which I throw it.

Low level randomness has also been found useful in com-
putational models of creativity. For instance in COPYCAT
(McGraw and Hofstadter, 1993) microexploration is random
(they consider it to be the most efficient method of initially
generating ideas since it is equivalent to non-biasedness).
If there is no undetermined randomness, some would claim
that since the process may be completely traced and all el-
ement of mystery eliminated, it cannot be called creative.
However if the concept of relative randomness is accepted
then the fact that an item is determined is not sufficient to
exclude it from being potentially creative. This idea paral-
lels the hard determinist argument which states that since
every event is caused there is no free will (I may cause event
E but since I am myself caused I am not responsible and
therefore I cannot be free). It is contrasted with soft deter-
minism, which argues that there is free willbecauseevery
event is caused. (If I cause eventE then I am responsible
for it and therefore free, and the fact that I am myself caused
is irrelevant.)

We can measure the degree of randomness in program

3The role of evaluation may effect the judgement. For example
if an artist did one painting randomly and did not evaluate it, this
would be less creative than if he had done many paintings randomly
and picked out the best one.

which generates an itemx according to its replicability; i.e.
the likelihood of generating an item likex, given the same
input conditions as those from whichx was produced.
• randomness
Let p(output = x|input = i) be the probability that, given
input i, item x is generated, anddistance(x, x′) be a
difference measure of the distance between two itemsx and
x′. CS is the concept space of the program which generated
x. Then we define:
randomness1(x)=Σx′∈CSp(output=x′|input=i)∗distance(x,x′)

Σx′∈CSdistance(x,x′)
This measures the probability that an item which is similar
to x will be produced given the same input conditions as
those with whichx was produced. Its validity depends on
the distance measure defined. It can be applied to items in
a finite or countably infinite concept space. If the concept
space is continuous then the density instead of probability
function should be taken; i.e.
randomness2(x)=

∫
d(output=x′|input=i)*distance(x, x′)

whered(output = x′|input = i) = density function for the
distribution ofx′ giveninput = i.

This may be categorised intononeif randomness(x) =
0; and low or high if a numberα ∈ (0, 1) is introduced
such thatrandomness(x) is low if 0 < randomness(x) <
α, and high ifrandomness(x) > α (although it would be
hard to justify any specificα). The setsnone, low andhigh
could be fuzzy. There would be no single correct definition
for these terms, but definitions should largely agree on the
categorisation of most items.

Alternatively, randomness3(x) could be a function of
each random procedure used in generatingx. For example if
x is generated by a GA then this function might beIR+nG
whereIR = the level of randomness in generating the initial
population,n the number of generations it took to produce
x, and G the randomness present in each generation (deter-
mined by the level of randomness in the selection, crossover,
mutation and insertion procedures).

Methods of evaluation

Two kinds of evaluation are relevant; the evaluation of the
item, and evaluation of the processes used to generate it.
We assume that the former must occur, following Boden
who states that in order to be creative one must recognise
the worth of an idea as well as actually have it. The latter
may or may not occur (the question of whether one has to
be aware of which rules one is breaking and how, is seen as
controversial). Both types may take place either during or
after generation. We can split this intoprocess, i.e. how the
system evaluates, andoutput, i.e. howgoodits evaluations
are. Here we only consider the latter.

Evaluating the item
The extent to which an evaluation carried out by the creative
system corresponds to that carried out externally may be
tested by statistical methods. This was demonstrated in
(Steel, 1999) who evaluated output from a run of the HR
program (rating concepts as highly, quite, potentially or not
at all interesting) and then compared his evaluation with
that of HR. It shows the external judgement of how reliable



the creator’s evaluation is. A graph may be plotted in which
each point represents the creator’s and external evaluation
for a given item. The level of correlation,r, and the degree
of confidence inr can then be calculated.
• Evaluation of Item Measure
Let EC = {cx: cx is the creator’s evaluation ofx ∈ R},
EE = {ex: ex is the external evaluation ofx ∈ R}, and
c and e respectively be the mean creator’s and external
evaluations over allx ∈ R.

Let r1 =
∑

dcde√∑
dc

2
∑

de
2

wheredc = c− c, de = e− e. This

is the product-moment coefficient (in which items are given
a numerical measure of value).

Also let r2 = 1 − 6
∑

n

i=1
di

2

n(n2−1) wheredi = ci − ei andn is
the size of sample (i.e.n = |EC | = |EE |). This is the rank
correlation coefficient (in which items are ranked according
to value). Then:
evaluation1(R) = r1 if r1 > 0, and 0 otherwise.
evaluation2(R) = r2 if r2 > 0, and 0 otherwise.

This can be measured to any given confidence level
(which depends on the size of the setEC ). Clearly this
measure is only as reliable as the external evaluation
which is likely to be subjective. For domains in which
this evaluation is harder to measure the rank correlation
coefficient might be preferable.

Evaluating the process
Boden argues that process does matter, stating that a
program is creative only if it produces itemsin the right
way- by transforming the boundaries of a conceptual space.
This, she claims, can only be done if the program contains
reflexive descriptions which mark its own procedures and
is capable of varying them. The program should contain
a meta-level which assesses methods of transforming a
space and considers when and how to apply them. This is
supported by (Bundy, 1994) who advocates a self reflection
criteria for creativity.

Evaluation of the procedures used to generate and evalu-
ate items may be judged by considering a procedure as an
item and testing for correlation between the creator’s and
external evaluation, although the external evaluation of pro-
cedures may be more difficult than other domains. Alterna-
tively it can be judged by the quality of the items it outputs
and the extent to which this is effected by the inclusion of a
meta-level. Comparing items generated both with and with-
out a meta-level reflects this criteria. For example the qual-
ity of items produced by META-DENDRAL may be com-
pared to that of items produced by DENDRAL(Buchanan
and Feigenbaum, 1978); those of EURISKO(Lenat, 1983) to
those of AM(Lenat, 1976); and those of HR with meta-level
capabilities (Colton, 2001b) to those of HR without (Colton,
2001a).
• Evaluation of Process Measure
We consider two output sets to be comparable if they have
been produced using the sameCPU time or contain the
same number of items, as appropriate. The quality of
a set, qual(S) is defined to be

∑
x∈S quality(x) where

quality(x) is one of the measures outlined above. Now let

RM andRO be two comparable output sets produced with
and without access to a meta-level respectively. We define:
evaluation(processes) = qual(RM) − qual(RO)

Note that the same measure of quality must be used in
both calculations. If this is 0 or negative then the meta level
is not contributing positively to the quality of the output and
therefore its evaluations of its generating procedures are not
satisfactory. If it is greater than 0 then its evaluations are
having a beneficial effect. IfCPU time is used then it may
be appropriate to divide bothqual(RM) andqual(RO) by
the number of items each program produced. A weakness of
this measurement is that it presupposes that two programs
exist which are the same in every respect other than the ex-
istence of a meta level.

Evaluation of machine creativity
How to measure success
We stated at the start of this paper that we are aiming,
through the study of machine creativity, to(i) further our
understanding of creativity (human and other), and/or(ii)
build programs which are useful in achieving practical goals.
In order to assess whether this has been achieved we must
firstly consider the success of(i) or (ii) . For (i) we may
argue that we now have better concepts such as the con-
cept of aheuristic (which was due to (Polya, 1962) but
has since been developed computationally), or of agener-
ative system. Examples of the second aim include(iia) tools
for enhancing human creativity and(iib) a creative program
which performs better than a non-creative one. For(iia) we
could show that there is someone who is better able to cre-
ate with the help of a program. For example some musicians
use programs as an aid to their compositional process. The
more people and the greater the extent that they use the tool,
the more successful we have been.(iib) can be assessed
according to how well the creative program competes with
non-creative programs. This raises the question of what dif-
ferentiates creative from non-creative systems. That is, once
we have shown that our aims have been achieved, we must
then show that they have been achieved in the way that we
claimed, i.e.through the study of machine creativity.

How to attribute creativity
Boden suggests that it is helpful to regard aspects such as
novelty, quality and process as dimensions of creativity. In-
stead of asking ‘isx creative?’ (assuming a boolean judge-
ment) or ‘how creative isx?’ (assuming a linear judgement)
we should ask ‘where doesx lie in creativity space?’ (as-
suming an n-dimensional space for n criteria where we can
measure each dimension). Ritchie also suggests a catalogue
of criteria which can be combined in different ways accord-
ing to different interpretations of creativity.

Analogy to the attribution of intelligence
After fifty years of study we do not expect to be able to at-
tribute a program withx amount of intelligence. Progress
is measured instead by subdividing it into different aspects
(ability to perceive and react, plan, reason etc.) which are
each measured according to appropriate methods. Although



these aspects are seen as different dimensions of intelligence
(which is assumed to emerge through the interaction of the
aspects) little attempt is made to order the dimensions or
compare systems which incorporate different aspects. The
question which faces us now is whether we should see cre-
ativity as analogous to intelligence or as a particular aspect
of it. In either case we need to subdivide it further, but what
these sub-aspects mean in terms of overall creativity would
differ. If it is seen as analogous to intelligence then evalua-
tion of creativity may turn out to be based on our best yet test
for intelligence - the Turing Test (Turing, 1950). If it were
considered one aspect of it then attribution would be some
function of all its sub-aspects. In such a young field it would
be premature to decide which is the more fruitful analogy.
Instead we must structure our research by developing theo-
retical (which are the key aspects and why?) and practical
(how can we measure them in our programs?) approaches
to machine creativity. It is currently more appropriate to ask
‘is P1 or P2 more creative in aspectA?’ (particularly ifP1
andP2 are versions of the same program) rather than ‘where
doesx lie in creativity space?’.

Conclusion and further work

We have outlined what we consider to be the key aspects
of assessing creativity, and highlighted associated justifica-
tions and controversies. Methods of measuring the aspects
have been outlined, which are somewhat arbitrary and are
therefore intended as suggested starting points rather than
definitive standards. These should now be assessed accord-
ing to two criteria. Firstly, to what extent do they reflect
human evaluations of creativity, and secondly, how appli-
cable are they? The first should be tested empirically. If
examining our concept leads to another, more refined con-
cept -creativity2 - then theoretical reasons should be put
forward for modelling this new concept (and then empirical
grounds for using the measures to capture the new concept).
The measures can be assessed according to the second crite-
rion by attempting to apply them to AI programs, which will
show whether they are practically feasible.

We expect that both of the above methods of assessment
will either provide evidence for the measures suggested or
lead to more sophisticated ones. In this way research on
evaluating machine creativity can proceed scientifically, by
a series of falsifiable claims. We hope that this will lead to a
deeper understanding of the nature of creativity.
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